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Naming our places and spaces | 
Engaging with the community
The City of Kalamunda is developing a policy on the 
naming of parks, reserves, streets and infrastructure, 
to ensure a consistent approach, and provide a clear 
framework and guidelines.

The City engaged with key stakeholders and the broader 
community to help shape the policy. 

Community Consultation for the project was prepared 
in line with IAP2 best practice principles. The Plan 
progressed  to IAP2 spectrum level ‘consult’ to obtain 
stakeholder feedback to help desision-making.

Background | What’s in a name? 
Place names (toponyms, or geographic nomenclature) 
provide us with a reliable method of identifying a location.  
They provide us with a sense of belonging and define what 
we value. 

What are Toponyms?

Toponyms, or geographic nomenclature, are names 
which represent sites of human occupation (cities, towns 
etc), natural geographic features (mountains, lakes, bays 
etc) and bounded areas (states, localities, regions etc). 
Toponyms are a means of public and personal reference 
for location description and identification and provide 
intelligence relating to where a place is, what is there and 
key elements of maps and marine charts.

Why do we name places and spaces?

The benefits of naming Geographic nomenclature or 
toponyms are usually the first point of reference used 
when referring to a spatial location and are a fundamental 
component of culture. They are indispensable when used 
as public and personal references for location description 
and identification for example defence, emergency service 
responders and postal services, addresses, navigation. 

Why do we preserve existing names?

Benefits of recording and preserving geographic names 
are associated with the past, present and future of a 
community. They form an integral part of personal identity 
by defining where people were born, live, have lived and 
from where their ancestors have come from. Such names 
are key elements of maps and charts and their practical 
benefits include the intelligence relating to the location of 
a place. 

Why do we need Place Name policies and standards? 

In order to comply with relevant legislation and to provide 
an open and transparent naming process, policies and 
standards are required. This document is being developed 
to provide a basis on which the assignment of names to 
places, features, administrative boundaries and roads 
can be undertaken. They serve the long-term interests of 
the community by identifying, protecting and reflecting 
our culture, heritage and landscape, and apply to all 
nomenclature within Western Australia. 

Who/what may be significantly affected if names change?

The benefits of a consistent writing system (or orthography) 
of geographic naming is important to a wide range of local, 
national and international communities who engage in: 

 » communications such as postal and news services

 » emergency service response and natural disaster relief

 » environmental management 

 » map and atlas production

 » navigation and tourism 

 » property determinations and cadastre 

 » road maintenance and development 

 » statistic and census information 

 » trade and commerce 

 » urban and regional planning

 » vegetation and mineral mapping.

Note: Proposed names are submitted to the Geographic Names 

Committee (GNC), based at Landgate, who have the responsibility of 

collecting, approving and registering place names in Western Australia.

A community survey was open from  
8 October 2020 - 13 November 2020 
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Engage Portal | Traffic

Engage Traffic

138 Total visits

29 Maximum visits per day

78 Informed Visitors

112 Aware Visitors

Background | Community Request

Public Agenda Briefing Forum - 11 August 2020

The Forrestfield Football Club brought a proposal before Council on 11 August 
2020 (10.4.6)  to rename the John Reid Oval to the Terry Davidson Oval (see 
Appendix 1).  As the City did not have a Place Naming (renaming) Policy the 
decision was deferred so the City could engage with the broader community 
and develop a policy.
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Engage (Survey) | Demographics

The Survey received 
29 submissions
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Facebook

Instagram

Social Media | Top Posts
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A person who made an
outstanding contribution

to the community

A pioneer or figure of
historical note

Geographical features Local flora and fauna Noongar heritage and
language

Defines the location (eg.
Named after an adjoining
street or suburb location)

Other

Engage | Survey Responses
What, or who, should the City recognise when naming parks, 
reserves, streets and infrastructure?

Open responses given when “Other” was selected [sic]

Those who have a Kalamunda City link and who have made 
contributions to the Country. I tried to get a room in the ZZ 
buildings named after Nugget Coombs who was born in 
Kalamunda but was knocked back because this extraordinary 
Australian did not fit.

For Sport & Rec Spaces a person who has made outstanding 
contribution to that space/reserve club

don;t understand

Ranked 1-5 (1 =  most popular; 5= least popular)

Options Average Rank

A person who made an outstanding  
contribution to the community 2.41

A pioneer or figure of historical note 3.54

Geographical features 3.76

Local flora and fauna 3.76

Noongar heritage and language 3.88

Defines the location (eg. Named after  
an adjoining street or suburb location) 4.2

Other 5.5

Question type: Ranking Question

 

Most 
Popular*

Least 
Popular

Open responses given when “Other” was selected [sic]

I believe a person who have dedicated the time in the 
community should be recognised for there outstanding 
commitment to the community.

Terry Davidson - over 40yrs of service to the football club and 
its community is an amazing effort. 

Our environment surrounds us in Kalamunda and all 
elements should be recognised.

Terry Davidson is well known to me and I know of the extent 
of his service to Forrestfield Football Club and John Reid Oval. 
I would prefer John Reid Ivsl 

“A person from the club residing at the oval/reserve that has 
made outstanding contribution to the club/community

A person from the club residing at the oval/reserve that has 
made outstanding contribution to the club/community

Terry Davidson Oval instead of John Reid Oval A person 
from the club that has made an outstanding long term 
contribution to the community.

Local history- eg orchards, railway, etc

Someone that has a direct connection to that place or area 
and has contributed for a significant period of time. If a new 
park is being named for a sport, then someone synonymous 
with that sport.

DUNDAS for example who died while help local scouts. 

 
*Calculated based on averaging the rankings across  all options.
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Why did you rank the items in that order?

Let’s recognise the real pioneers and those who treated this 
place with respect and care.  Let’s also use Noongar family 
names as well as Noongar words to describe place, flora or 
fauna.

I believe if a person has truly engaged the community over a 
long period of time they should be   recognised.

It is important that clubs can pay homage to persons that 
have significantly contributed to the space/club which 
means more to the club and has historical reference to the 
community using the space.

That is the order I think things should go

To recognise the outstanding commitments of a community 
member who was dedicated there time to the local 
community.

I think they were the most important 

It’s what’s important to me

Because we should honour those who give back to the 
community.

Local flora & fauna and history is non-divisive like people can 
be.

Logic

It would be nice to recognise and honour people who have 
contributed to the area in a positive way

Why did you rank the items in that order?

Provides the opportunity to recognise the Women in the 
community whose quiet contributions are frequently 
overlooked

Because I think that the way most Cities should be naming 
parks after indigenous names etc.

It is important that for generations to come that they are 
aware of the importance and contributions of the Noongar 
heritage and language.  They are an important part of our 
past, present and future. 

My opinion 

I believe we have lost too many of the original names of 
paces since European settlement. 

Important and respectful to recognise the traditional owners 
of the land that our community sits upon, and also learn 
more about the Noongar history of the region

These were my choices of importance

It shows some significance to people in the area.

Choose names that are familiar to local people and English 
speakers - it maximises their use by making them less 
problematic to spell and pronounce

Things should give a logical idea of what they do and where 
they are 

Engages community interests in local history and develops 
familiarity. 
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Should changing an existing name of a City park, 
reserve, field or infrastructure be permitted?

If yes, under what circumstance(s)?

 » Individual falls into disrepute, time moves on, others make community impact 
that deserves contemporary acknowlegement

 » Only after a minimum timeframe of say 30 to 35 years which is basically a 
generation. 

 » In conjunction with Sporting club using the oval 
Years name in place minimum a decade 
Where the name holder has committed a heinous act that does not reflect 
well on the community 

 » A person in that Sporting club.

 » I believe that if community members are willing to do as much as they can 
over the decades they should be considered for this to show a members 
commitment to the community.

 » Terry Davidson - over 40yrs of service to the football club and its community is 
an amazing effort.  in his latter years i think its fitting.

 » I think of someone has been and outstanding volunteer To local clubs and to 
the community for a long time they should be honoured

 » A person from the club residing at the oval/reserve that has made outstanding 
contribution to the club/community

 » Based on public consensus

 » Recognition of Terry Davidson’s support of local football 

 » To give a more attractive name or to rename something where many people 
have forgotten the person it was named for. But no unpronounceable noongar 
names please!

 » If the person honoured is later found to be if dubious character. Or someone 
is truly worthy, relevant to the area and the park is named after the adjoining 
road.

 » When the name no longer reflects community values or the landscape has 
been altertered to such an extent that it is plain silly (Home in the Forest ??)

 » To be more cultural sensitive or to resolve a conflict that may arise.

 » Time frame of 30-35 yrs service to the community 

 » To go back to original name. Especially if the name is not significant to the 
Kalamunda area and if the name (or person’s names are use more than once. 
There has been a lot of (and still is) a lot of people and families who silently do 
more than a lot of people who get recognised. 

 » If it is renovated, updated, extended or developed

 » Exceptional circumstances, mostly when the name takes on negative 
connotations in contemporary culture

If no, why not?

 » it would lose the significance

 » It would be disrespectful to 
family members to change 
what was once considered 
important.

 » Changes just add to confusion 
for people and too much 
adjustment to street maps 
etc. 

 » It causes confusion, the 
exception being if changing to 
or adding an aboriginal name 
to the place (with consultation 
with local elders/advisory 
groups)

 » We shouldn’t rewrite history

 » The name is generally 
embedded in the community 
and should not be influenced 
by political agendas of the day.
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Should a plaque be installed at the location to 
explain the origins of the name whenever practical?

If yes, why?

 » Kalamunda City does not tell the story of its heroes as well as it could.  Must 
be in plain English and no jargon.

 » This would explain to the community who the person was and what they did 
to have the naming rights.

 » People need to understand the history of why a space is named ,it provides a 
sense of meaning and belonging rather than just a name or place

 » To let people know why that is named that way

 » To explain why a plaque should be installed to let the wider community know 
that a members outstanding commitment to the local community has been 
recognised.

 » Terry Davidson - over 40yrs of service to the football club and its community is 
an amazing effort. 

 » So people know why it has that name 

 » To acknowledge the previous name and why it was changed

 » So people understand the relevance. 

 » Adds meaning to the name. Pronunciation should be included with Aboriginal 
names

 » Because it would be apart of the history on the reasoning of the locations 
name

 » So that everyone can understand the Noongar heritage and language and the 
history behind the name and where it comes from.

 » Maybe but I think it would be great to have a register available for origins of 
these names and when they were named.

 » For educational purposes and to generate understanding of our local history 
and people

 » To educate Hills residents of local history.

 » I think it should be their to educate the public as to the significance of the 
place. 

If no, why not?

 » Waste of money.  If people 
don’t relate immediately to 
the name it is not the right 
name to use.

 » Costly. Plaques should only be 
installed on significant sites/
buildings not local level parks 
etc. 

 » Its a digital world and this 
should be capitalised on with 
names of places supported 
by media to enhance 
understanding of the name/
area.  This can be on google 
maps or Citys websites and 
other domains.
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Do you think the community should have the 
opportunity to vote, or provide input, on names of 
parks, reserves, fields or infrastructure?

If yes, why?

 » Because its healthy as a community to have input 
and honour people or places that they frequent and 
use.

 » If you a resident or rate payer who is interested in 
having input into naming or renaming a park,reserve, 
and fields of infrastructure as long all the 
information is given for the reason, I think it could 
be a good think for local community as a point of 
difference to other communities.

 » Its only fair. 

 » Because residents should have a little say in what’s 
important to them in their community

 » Because we live here!  And we pay the rates.....

 » It engages the community and may encourage an 
awareness of history and/or environment

 » So that everyone feels part of the community and 
has the opportunity to provide input on names.

 » It’s where we live our community 

 » Because it is home to all of us, therefore we should 
all be able to have a voice

 » For the simple reason they ARE THE COMMUNITY - 
they live here, pay rates and wish to be involved in 
some decision making.

 » Enhances engagement and ownership of the area.  
Enables the community to develop a sense of pride.

If sometimes, specify when

 » Let’s find reasons to bring people together not 
separate them. It gives the community to have input, 
but not just to create a popularity poll. I’d suggest that 
the proposed names, if it’s a person, should no longer 
be alive to avoid public disappointment. 

 » When a person has put 40 years of their life into a club

 » Once a shortlist has been prepared by people who 
understand the policy

 » when it concerns them

 » I think we elect people to do these things on our behalf 
but people could be able to put forward  names /
suggestions forward. Input may be okay but not volte.

 » When there is more than one option 

 » Regional Level infrastructue, not small local level stuff

If no, why not?

 » Isn’t that the point of developing naming guidelines. 

16
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Do you support the dual naming of parks, reserves, fields or infrastructure? 
For example, to acknowledge two cultures such as where a localised Indigenous name, and a name of 

non-Aboriginal language origin might apply. Although dual naming is not preferable to a single place 

name, each case would be investigated for its merits.

If yes, why?

 » There may be two people or places to be recognised

 » Potentially more than one person could have outstanding contribution and 
or where an oval may have a shared facility 

 » ??

 » As long as the members have both given there time to local community. I 
also believe both should be local members in the shire.

 » Could add the aboriginal name

 » It acknowledges both histories. Many other local governments have started 
to do this. 

 » Noongar names should accompany names where possible

 » Because you could have Hartfield Park, with say for example, Mark Newton’s 
Hall as one of the buildings at Hartfield Park

 » Multiple serving entities deserve to be recognised 

 » Respect for culture and language of the first nations people and an 
effort toward Reconciliation. Also serves to educate next generations to 
understand local Noongar history and places and place significance

 » If you can have a local indigenous name / local name then that would be fine 

 » Inclusion!

If no, why not?

 » People and apps will be 
confused. Makes it look like a 
decision couldn’t be made.

 » why start now, it could only 
cause confusion.  

 » It’s just stupid - and too 
confusing 

 » No sure what that means

 » Could lead to confusion to 
people in the community.

 » Too complicated. Why?

 » It creates complications

 » Confusing. People have to 
learn two names

 » Pick a name and stand by it

 » Reduces the importance of 
the name in the first place.  If 
named, given the aboriginal 
history in mind should be 
named the aboriginal word.  
If named after an english 
history, then name it the 
english word.
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Do you have any other comments you wish to make?
 » Naming places and the origin of a name is important 

part of building a sense of place. It could be part of 
primary school sessions. Also, the History Village 
members have an extraordinary wealth of names and 
reasons to use them - but there do need to be more 
than white-fella names considered.

 » It is important for community to have an 
understanding and input into this matter

 » It is important that spaces related to sport and rec are 
named after great contribution to particular club/clubs. 
It provides meaning ,a sense of historical value and 
pride. It gives members that feeling of home knowing 
that it directly relates to a person that have provide 
outstanding service.  

 » no

 » The Davidson family are extremely proud of Terry 
Davidson’s achievements and community spirit over so 
many decades.   

 » John Reid oval should be renamed to the Terry 
Davidson reserve or something similar 

 » Look for names relevant to the area, not just former 
councillors or land owners. Some themes have been 
over used in WA, too.

 » Women volunteers contribute huge amounts of time in 
the community and should be recognised. 

 » N/A

 » no

 » Please name things what/where they are, especially if 
they are aimed mainly at people from the local areas. 
There is nothing worse than trying to work out what 
the John Doe centre is and where it is
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Appendix 1 | Request to Council
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Appendix 2 |  
Public Agenda Briefing Forum Extract
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